
GOODALL® SMARTS

Hardrok, even tougher than its terrain.

GOODALL® knows air. 

It was the very first kind of hose produced at our Collingwood, Ontario plant close to 50 years

ago. It was also the first hose produced at our brand new, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility

 in Collingwood.

Our distinctive yellow Air hose is what experienced mine and construction companies look for 

GOODALL®

when they need new hose. You’ll find mines and sites that have insisted on the reliability of

 Air hose for close to 50 years. It’s that tough.

The high tensile steel wire carcass built into our hoses is braided, not spiraled, which increases 

hose integrity, vastly reducing the likelihood of catastrophic blowouts. The proprietary nitrile 

compound we use to make our seamless, extruded hose tube maintains its flexibility and 

doesn’t degrade over time.  

With the realization that one of our signature hoses – Hardrok – was about to enter its 5th 

decade of production, it was time to rea�rm, this hose is ‘tougher than its terrain’. To 

demonstrate that this is the ultimate Air Hose, controlled testing to fold, crush, and destroy 

the hose was executed:

When you need air hose, there’s only one name.

GOODALL® EVEN TOUGHER THAN ITS TERRAIN

WE KNOW AIR

LONGER LIFE 

IT’S IN THE
CONSTRUCTION

AFFIRMING 50 
YEARS OF SOLID

 

We know Steam.
GOODALL knows steam. We have customers who have relied on it to get the job done 
for over 30 years. Our steam hose continues to be the industry benchmark as it evolves 
over time.  GOODALL steam hose works—and keeps on working up to 4x longer in 
conditions where competing products fail.
 

Longer life, increased safety.
Most steam hoses are built with an EPDM compound on the inner wall. GOODALL only 
uses EPDM on the outside for its outstanding ozone, weather and abrasion resistance 
properties. For the inside, we’ve developed a proprietary  Chlorobutyl compound that 
is 15x less permeable to vapour and other gases than EPDM. The lower the perme-
ability, the longer the hose life, the greater the safety.  Building on the superior propri-
etary compounds, Dante, Super Inferno and Inferno ISO 6134-2A is now braided with 
zinc-plated wire.  Increasing the corrosion resistance by 3X, verified with aggressive salt 
spray testing, managing risk with increased product and operator safety and decreasing 
liability.  
 

No popcorn.

what injures dozens of workers each year when a hose fails.  It’s the reason we devel-
-

curs when microscopic water particles collect in the wall of a hose. When new steam 
enters the hose it heats up those particles, which expand explosively to 1600x their 
size.  When that happens, popcorn-like blisters explode on the hose’s inner surface. 
The resulting  particles of rubber can contaminate the steam network or the product. 
Over time moisture forces  its way out towards the skin of the hose, weakening the 

the majority of steam hoses on the market—those built  with an inner surface of EPDM. 

Safety with Conductivity.
The build-up of static charge is influenced by the insulating properties of the transfer 
media and its flow rate.  External factors, such as humidity and temperature, can vary 
the generation of the static charge, creating an unpredictable amount of static.  To 
minimize the risk of electrostatic build up, Inferno ISO 6134-2A, is engineered with 
conductive compounds, where all rubber components of the hose can dissipate the 
electrical charges, too often a risk not considered.  Designed in accordance with the 
international ISO standards, the Inferno ISO 6134-2A exceeds the criteria outlined in 
the standard. 
 
When you need steam hose, there’s only one name.

GOODALL. The leader under pressure. 
www.goodallhoses.com

ENGINEERING

Did it Kink? Did it Buckle? Did it Distort?
Did it still exceed

industry standards
 post abuse?

By conclusion of our controlled testing, the Hardrok Air hose had been subjected to a 

multitude of abuses to mimic mining, quarrying, and construction site conditions. 

Through each test, the Hardrok Air hose confirmed it is even tougher than its terrain.

www.goodallhoses.com


